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Doubling the ir le
The etymology of the word

ir le is from the Greek, kirkos, from the base ker- whi h means

to turn. The origin of the word  ir us is
The

losely related as well.

ir le was known before the beginning of re orded history.

Natural

ir les would have

been observed, su h as the Moon, the Sun, and a short plant stalk blowing in the wind on sand,
whi h forms a

ir le shape in the sand. The

ir le is the basis for the wheel, whi h, with related

inventions su h as gears, makes mu h of modern
the

ivilization possible. In mathemati s, the study of

ir le has helped inspire the development of geometry, astronomy, and

parti ularly geometry and astronomy, was

al ulus. Early s ien e,

onne ted to the divine for most medieval s holars, and

many believed that there was something intrinsi ally divine or perfe t that
ir les.
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One way to do this

is to use a set-square. Pla e the set-square as in the pi ture
on the right, with the two inner sides tangent to
Then, rotate it around
of the set square (point
required
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Adapted from Wikipedia, the free en y lopedia.

Questions
1. A

ording to the text, quote a few natural

2. If we draw a

ir les.

ir le with radius the double of

r,

do we obtain the required

ir le

C2 ?

Explain

your answer.
3. Prove that we are looking for a
4. Prove that the

will draw a

√
2r.

onstru tion with the set-square gives the required

5. What should be the width
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